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There is one prophecy, born of blood, fire, and stardust. And three sisters destined to fulfill

it. But first, each must learn that the others exist. And that they're witches.Upon meeting, it's

not all sunshine and rainbows. Only the threat of otherworldly beings arriving on Earth unites

them. That and their strange, uncommonly loud, persistent, estrogen-filled family. When one

sister suffers an attack on those she loves, the others come together to help.And find that the

danger is closer, and stronger, than they ever could have imagined. Perfect for fans of the

Charmed sisterhood and A Discovery of Witches.Pick up your copy of Prophecy of Three

today. 

"McLeo delves into Irish myth and superstitions to create a real world where magic exists all

the while cultivating an interesting and genuine storyline.Prophecy of Three is a great start to

the "witchy" trilogy with similarities to Deborah Harkness' A Discovery of Witches. Those

interested in urban fantasy fiction with a touch of history, myth, and magic will find this book

compelling. Will definitely be reading the rest of the series!" -Jaci Miller, author of The Scrying

and The Hallowed"It's refreshing to read a book where nearly every character is female,

something that's severely lacking in media today. The characters in Prophecy of Three are

engaging and loveable, but setting and description are where this author really shines. Be

prepared for some great imagery!" - Anastasia Poirier, author of Dead Like Stars"Looking for a

witchy read? Then Prophecy of Three by Ashley Mcleo is the next book on your reading list.

You will love the exquisite description that accompanies the journey of the powerful witches. I

loved seeing these young women embrace their witch heritage and the unexpected plot twists

kept the pages turning." - April Taylor, author of Writing Prompts Decoded"The characters are

vivid, the storyline is clever and captivating, holding you in its grip from start to finish. The book

is well-written, filled with enjoyable dialogue and a fresh take on witches and vampires. If you're

looking for your next favorite author, you've found her." - Kelly N. Jane, author of Ingrid the

Viking Maiden"Wow! I'm usually really quick to guess the end of a movie or a book, but my

theory was wrong! I absolutely love McLeo's style of writing. Everything flowed so seamlessly I

actually pictured the whole book in my mind as a movie." Patience Goodwin, author of

Daughters of the Eclipse--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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dead are coincidental.Spells of Potential InterestThis list is for those readers who are curious

about the spells used in The Starseed Universe. Most of the spells are based off the Basque

language, which is a language isolate having little to no similarities with other known

languages. This list is not in alphabetical order, rather it is in the order in which the spells

appear in the series.Solvo - Unbinds magic previously bound in a person.Hebeto - To dim,

reduce, weaken, or blunt.Arma - Produces a shield charm.Flamarba - Produces a flame shield

or gate.Flampila - Produces a fireball.Cludo - Closing or a barrier in mind magic.Inruo -

Breaking in/intruding when using mind magic.Inruo ego - Sending memories into another’s

mind (Aoife’s speciality).Candeo - To create a glow/light.Resipisico - To revive, regenerate,

resurrect, reappear (waking the dead).Salus - The general healer’s spell for health, welfare,

and fixing of small injuries, can be additive but only to a certain degree. Does not work with

every injury-vampire or werewolf bites for instance.Dedisco - Erases a person’s

memory.Volavari - To Fly/raise someone/something in the air.Islatu - To reflect.Aberro (for a

person) - To deflect or throw back a person.Impingo (for an object) - Impinge, strike, dash,

inflict, or throw back.Lotu - To bind a person.Dantza - To make someone dance.Birarazi - To

make spin .Murr - To reduce or crush.Cogerba - “The ground-kissing curse”. Forces people to

the ground.Caeliter - Astral travel or space travel if you have a pneuma. :)Lascero - To tear, rip,

break, claw, or mangle.Lascarma - To destroy a shied or other protective casing. Rip, tear,

break, claw, or mangle.Clostium - To unlock.Pream - Blowing up somethingSerostium - To lock

(a door).Dionean - A stunning spell.Mahasoka - Creates vine ropes.Benda - Like a bandaid

spell it keeps wounds from getting infected. Preventative healing magic.Hercapto - Plants

capturing a person. Ex. grass wrapping around a leg.Eginura - Conjures water.Finium - To halt

your own spell (not someone else’s).Argibeltza - The black light curse. Specific to fighting

daemons because it swallows up the energy they’ve collected.Elkartaire - To pull air together,

thickens the air. If the witch/wizard was strong enough (usually an air witch/wizard) this could

create a shield of sorts.Homaire - To produce a compression wall of air.Motus - To move

something.Bratu - A rotation charm that can rotate in any medium.Arimegin - A fata curse to rid

the world of a fata pneuma who has done wrong for good (means “soul ceasing” in

basque).HypatiaThe Library of Alexandria, 48 B.C.The knots in Hypatia’s back wound tighter

as memories of black smoke and lost knowledge flooded her mind.The library was burning.

Thousands of treasures flying toward the heavens reincarnated as ash and ember. Original

works of Sophocles, Homer, and Euripides gone, and yet, Hypatia cared for only one.The one

passed down through the centuries from woman to woman, witch to witch. She’d read it

hundreds of times, recited every word and enunciated every syllable with care, should a

disaster such as this ever occur. The one entrusted to her for safekeeping. The true secret of

secrets and future of man.She hardly felt the hot stones beneath her feet as she sprinted



toward the volume secreted away in the quietest wing of the royal library. She was halfway

there when the smoke began to lay siege to her body. Her muscles, strong from hours of

dueling with her sisters for sport, strained beneath her will. Her skin screamed in protest with

each brush against a flaming scroll or hot stone. Fifty paces away, Hypatia closed her burning

eyes and began to navigate the long hallway and staircase blind. Her breath came like a

reluctant lover, teasing her lungs before wrenching itself from her body. Years seemed to pass

as she pulled herself up the steep stairs, and then suddenly, the floor flattened beneath her

palms. She’d made it.I must be quick, Hypatia thought, opening her eyes. Her heart dropped

from its cage.The tower was not aflame, as she had feared. The fire was dying, having eaten

its fill and moved on. Only layers of ash and gray ghosts remained in the inferno’s wake. But

how, when paces below the tower a fire devoured its prey with greed and glee?The answer hit

her: This place, the library’s most isolated, least loved wing, had been the fire’s birthing room.

Her left eye twitched.Someone knew of the treasure hidden here. They knew they would never

find it. Not with a flock of dedicated librarians puttering about day after day. The enemy cared

not for the sanctity of humanity’s treasures. In their desire to destroy her ward, they had set

aflame thousands of other works. Worse yet, they were still on the loose, shrouded in

anonymity. But she had revealed herself.How foolish! Based on the fire’s point of origin, it was

likely they had already suspected Hypatia as the keeper of the ancient text. Now she had

eliminated any suspicions. What else could be so important that one would rush into flames?

Only a matter of life or death.Her heart chipped into smaller and smaller pieces as she

examined the destruction further. Surviving scraps of parchment waved up at her like old

friends from the wreckage. Half burnt symbols and illustrations, thoughts, entire worlds

gone.Hypatia’s knees buckled beneath her, hitting stone. Her body and spirit cried out for

mercy as she curled in on herself, relinquishing her weight to the floor, a sole mourner for the

dead.She woke in an unfamiliar room, cleaned and bandaged by familiar people.Two days had

passed since the fire. Hypatia’s sisters-in-truth had ensured she survived the marks of smoke

and flame by sitting at her side day and night.They whispered of conspiracy, arson, and

murders in their coven. Each knew the secret Hypatia guarded, though none as well as she.

None had ever bothered to commit even a single passage to memory, let alone the entire text,

as Hypatia had done. There had never been the need, though there was now.They hatched a

plan, knowing for all its flaws, it was their only option. Hypatia would rewrite the book as best

she could from memory and place it under an enchantment only those long awaited could

break. Hide it in space, guard it with time, and couple enchantment with prophecy. All before

the ones responsible for the fire and deaths plaguing them came for Hypatia, as they were sure

to do. Hypatia’s sisters promised to provide protection while she worked. Lie for her, die for her

if it came to it, but she must hurry.And so, she did.Three days she had been writing, teasing

any detail she could from her memory. What if her scroll was the only surviving recollection of

the past by the time those destined to save them arrived? If the past no longer lived as it did

now, flying off the tongues of old women to young children eager to catch it. The threat was all

too real. Hypatia had been as diligent as possible in her race against time, pausing only to

sleep or when Octavia, her regular guard, brought food or news.Octavia’s assurances of peace

within the magical wards their coven had put in place gave Hypatia hope. There had been no

unknown visitors or lost wanderers seen in the area. Only Hypatia’s family, friends, and library

colleagues had asked after her. All had been told the same story: Hypatia was fine,

embarrassed by her brashness, and intent on hiding her burned face and pride until they

healed. She was sure to emerge soon, her sisters lied.But then, maybe it was possible? She

had not yet dared to hope, but now . . . she was close after all. Could she see her family once



more before her enemies came for her?Hypatia picked up the stylus and began writing with

wild abandon, prying each detail from her memory and scribing it back into history. The curved

reed mesmerized her as it danced in lines and swirls across papyri. Octavia dropped off

breakfast, and still, Hypatia wrote.Her hand stopped only as the sun rose high above the

lighthouse tower. Eyes blurring and stomach clenching with hunger, she re-read the last

line.She’d done it.The rush of blood that came with rising for the first time in hours dampened

the sting in her legs. Spots swam in Hypatia’s vision as she shuffled to the small table Octavia

had set her breakfast on. She ate the stale bread and cold soup with gusto, washing it down

with wine to fortify her for what came next: the part she had been dreading.Amenia, the

Alexandrian coven’s high priestess, had reassured Hypatia after each of her many

protestations that the enchantment, though challenging, was not beyond Hypatia’s skills. Still,

Hypatia had her doubts. She had never had a reason to bewitch an object into hiding. Nor had

she ever bound an item to another being, much less beings yet to exist. When Hypatia had

worried over the predicted length of time the enchantment should hold, Amenia assured her

the words she’d woven for Hypatia would work. The tome would wait for the ones destined to

fulfill the prophecy. The ones witches had awaited for centuries.Hypatia had never been much

good at reciting enchantments. There was no denying she would have liked more time to

practice, more time for the spell to feel natural. When asked, Amenia admitted to having

performed a similar spell twice in her fifty years. Yet she refused Hypatia outright when Hypatia

requested the high priestess perform the enchantment in her stead.“The volume knows you

best. Thus, the spell will work best if you perform it,” Amenia had explained with aggravating

confidence.While Hypatia rarely doubted Amenia’s wisdom, right now with her nerves jangled

and eyes half closed from exhaustion, the feat seemed impossible.Perhaps a small nap for

strength? Hypatia’s dark eyes slid to her cold, neglected bed mat. Thin and lumpy though it

was, at that moment Hypatia could not recall a more beautiful sight. No doubt a rest would

make the magic easier. Help it flow, she thought, hope rising in her chest. Yes, I’ll lie down for a

few minutes to gather my strength.A scream ripped through the night air, wrenching Hypatia

from her dreams. Adrenaline tore through her as she ran to the window and gazed into a

peaceful courtyard beneath a star-filled sky. I’ve been asleep for hours! How could I have been

so careless? She whirled around to grab the sheets of papyri. Another strangled scream

filtered heavenward.That was close. Too close.Her head whipped to face the door. A plate of

steaming stew lay upon the table, its savory scent so fresh it had yet to cross the distance of

her small room.Octavia, she thought, rushing to the door to save her friend. The moment her

hand clutched the latch she stopped. The ominous silence beyond her thin fortification

registered in the sensible part of her mind.Changing tack, Hypatia tossed the table and writing

stool against the thin reed door. Her small barricade would not keep her pursuer at bay for

long, but it only needed to buy her enough time to complete her task. She hoped they had not

already managed to get past the wards her sisters had set in the alley.Darting to her scribing

slab, Hypatia seized the volume. There’s no time to glue together a proper scroll, she thought.

Quickly, she arranged the pages in order and wrapped them in the piece of goat leather she’d

procured for the scroll’s protective casing. A few loops of string around the crude codex bound

it all together.Hypatia laid the volume on her writing slab and rested her hand atop the leather.

Trying her best to ignore the sound of soft, insidious footsteps approaching, Hypatia began

chanting the words Amenia had crafted.“Seek your home.A being foreseen,A time

unknown.End my watch.Go to thee.”In her mind’s eye, a figure grew, and Hypatia’s skin tingled

with elation.Though dressed as a man and large in stature, the figure’s round belly proclaimed

impending motherhood. The vision grew more detailed as three others materialized, hands



clasped together in a circle around the mother-to-be.Good, she’ll need protection, Hypatia

thought, as an insistent thrusting of reeds against wood sounded at her back. Committing to

the image, the rest of the spell rushed from her lips.“Hide in space.Dissolve in time.Become but

myth,In all but mind.Seek those from whom,Pure magic flows.Offer them knowledge,Hope, and

voice.Guide them home,Give them choice.”A blue glow ignited in Hypatia’s core, flew down her

arms and out her fingertips, seeking refuge in the pages she had crafted. Through her palm

she sensed heat, her magic, pulsing below the leather and string, weaving through the words.

Finally, she whispered the prophecy, the plea to their saviors as reeds cracked dangerously

behind her.It was done.Removing her hand, Hypatia saw the eddies of power she’d

relinquished transmuting from the soft blue of her own magic to brilliant sapphire, fiery red, and

finally a vibrant emerald green. Three colors, just as Amenia had said there would be. Hypatia

watched mesmerized as the green light pulsed once more before dissipating into the book,

sealing the prophecy.A deafening cascade of furniture sounded. Hypatia glanced back to see a

figure bathed in moonlight slinking over the threshold of her sanctuary. The man, if one could

call him that, crept toward her like a cat, graceful and silent.Hypatia sought his eye, a sliver of

humanity with which to beg for her life. Instead, she saw the glint of a blade as it flew at her

throat.Blood shot from Hypatia’s neck, leaving a testament to her life on the walls and floors.

Her head grew slack, dipping to her chest, no longer able to hold its own weight. From her

position of surrender, Hypatia watched as a river spilled from her. Streams of red flowed down

her arms to the bony backs of her hands. Dimly she saw them trickle into creeks, following the

fine lines of her fingers, before finally coming to rest upon the empty writing slab.Lily2016

A.D.Lily had always admired the stars’ indifference. How they remained unaffected by everyday

trivialities, great loves, wars, and falls of empires. They were simply there, not knowing or

caring that humans prized their light, prayed to them during their darkest hours, even steered

their entire lives by them. It felt safe to look upon them, non-threatening and obvious. It was a

relief to know such steadiness existed when Lily’s life seemed anything but steady.She pulled

her gaze down to the road. The Columbia River shimmered at her right. Its inky fingers

glimmered and undulated east to west between Oregon and Washington, cocooned in the

familiar peaks and forests of the Gorge. In her rear view mirror a sliver of light blue peaked over

the horizon as the sun threatened the night.Lily let out a sigh as her neck spasmed. Pain, once

occasional and limited to post-race soreness, was now a familiar sensation. It had started over

Christmas break as a dull ache creeping down her neck, claiming one vertebra at a time and

knitting them together. From there it moved inward, settling in the shadow of her ribcage,

occasionally radiating up and down her spine. Her anxiety about the mysterious aches and

pains grew daily. They felt contradictory—as if something was trying to crawl out of her and

sink deeper all at once. It made it hard to concentrate. Her last semester of college was nothing

more than a blur.As graduation day approached, it became difficult to believe Lily’s senior year

had begun happily. She’d performed beyond her expectations in her final cross-country season,

and even managed to lead a relatively active social life—a small miracle, considering her

preference for a hike in the woods over socializing. Most surprising of all, she’d had her first

boyfriend.Until a few months ago, Lily Whiplark had never been interested in dating, a quirk

that seemed to baffle others. She figured ambivalence toward dating was bound to happen

when you were raised in a commune where women ruled the roost and stories of past

relationships gone acidic were no secret. She remembered wondering if she’d change her

mind when she went to college. She hadn’t. At least not until she met Liam.He had been

different. That much was clear upon their first meeting, when he’d rendered her powerless with

his violet-flecked gray eyes and smooth baritone voice. She’d agreed to see him again later



that day and promptly dissolved into him.Lily had never met a man so perfect, so unlike any

other guy her age. He didn’t mind that she wanted to take things slow, that she never stayed at

his place, or that she often kept her eyes wide open when they kissed. Even she thought that

was weird. None of her neuroses phased him.After every perfect date Lily would collapse into

bed like a lovestruck teenager, already obsessing about the next time she’d see Liam.

Replaying the precise cadence of his voice as he dropped her off at her door: “Goodnight, Lily

love.”Then, one day, Liam seemed to mind everything. He grew forceful, demanding answers

and throwing allegations at her, each one more crazy and righteous than the last.“You’re hiding

something. Rest assured, I’ll uncover your secrets. You can’t remain silent forever. You’ll slip up

soon, I can feel it. If you don’t give them to me, I can force them from you,” he whispered, right

before Lily slapped his accusatory finger from between her eyes and ran out the door.Her fear

brought on the realization that she didn’t like the person she’d become when she was with

Liam. She’d transformed into one of the women she pitied, the ones who lost themselves in the

men they were with. She’d never make that mistake again.“Damn it,” Lily swore, pounding the

brakes as her Prius skidded into a turn identified by a Douglas fir tree decorated with

ornaments. A box wedged in the back seat flew forward, nearly taking her shoulder with it as

she brought the vehicle to a sideways stop.Argh! A thousand miles away and he’s still a

menace, Lily thought, smashing the rogue box into the middle console before taking the wheel

once more.Lush greenery choked the narrow, pothole-riddled gravel drive, creating the

strangely pleasing illusion of traveling down a funnel, as Lily drove the miles to the commune

center at a snail’s pace. The first of three iron fences that surrounded Terramar Commune had

a reputation for sneaking up on people, and it had the dents to prove it.Rena, the commune

matriarch, considered lights on the secluded, treed drive an unnecessary expense. “Who’s

going to be visiting in the dark of night? We hardly get visitors in the day!” was her predictable

rebuttal when the matter was brought up at community meetings.As Lily dragged the third

rusted gate over the uneven ground, she wondered why Rena insisted on keeping the three

behemoths shut all hours of the day if no one ever visited. Hypocrite, she thought, pulling

through and leaving the third gate open on principle.That’s odd, all the lights are on, Lily

thought, turning into the driveway of a cabin with a cherry red door. Hopefully Em isn’t fighting

insomnia again. Emily would never admit it, but Lily knew insomnia was Em’s code for battling

her demons from a life years past and miles away. Maybe she’s up writing poetry again, Lily

hoped, pulling the keys from the ignition.“Everyone else has equal claim to words during the

day, but in the small hours, they’re all mine, darlin’, and I’ll take ’em when I can,” Emily would

say on nights when Lily shuffled bleary eyed into the kitchen for a glass of water to find Em

scribbling in her notebook.Air teased goosebumps up her arms as Lily exited the car for the

first time in hours. The scent of damp, living soil flew at her and she inhaled deeply, savoring

the nuances of the night. Faint traces of rhododendrons, dahlias, and mint hung in the night air

like secret admirers vying for her attention. The red door swung open before Lily had even

reached the stairs.“Lawd, child! We weren’t expecting you till noon!” Emily exclaimed, her hazel

eyes crinkling as she pulled Lily up the steps by her arms and into a fierce hug.Lily’s body

slackened as the pear scent of Emily’s silver hair enveloped her. “I was too excited to sleep so I

kept driving. You know summer solstice is my favorite! I didn’t want to be late,” she said, pulling

an impish grin she knew Em couldn’t resist to hide her half truth.The last thing she wanted to

do was bring up how her sleep was plagued by the feeling of dark, silky hair sliding between

her fingers. That aromas of sandalwood and coins warmed in a hand lingered over her bed for

hours, nearly as long as Liam’s voice rang deep in her ears. It made sleep far less appealing.

Only the fact that no one at the commune knew about Liam and their ill-fated relationship made



the lie easier. That the relationship had devoured her completely for months, leaving little time

for thought of friends or family, would have been enough reason for her family to dislike him.

After their final encounter Lily had been too ashamed to reveal she had fallen for someone

she’d so clearly misread. Liam was the only secret she’d ever kept from them.Emily’s eyes bore

into her, as if sensing the lie by omission, before finally cupping Lily’s shoulders and guiding

her inside. “Rena’s gonna be mighty displeased you didn’t stop to rest, but truth be told, I’m

right pleased you’re finally home,” she drawled in a voice that, despite having left the south

decades ago, clung to its twang. “You look dead on your feet. Let’s get you to bed.”Lily smiled at

familiarities of home as they shuffled through the cluttered living room strewn with balls of yarn

attached to half-finished projects. Countless books of poetry sat atop the old coffee table, a

modern woman’s shrine to George Chapman, Mary Oliver, Pablo Neruda, and Maya Angelou.

Her chest loosened as they passed the kitchen with its small dining table and gleaming copper

pots hanging from the ceiling. She’d passed many hours here, spilling her guts around the

table that Emily referred to as the heart of her home.“I’ve changed a few things since you’ve

been home last,” Emily warned, pushing open the door to Lily’s room. Lily’s muscles softened

at the sight of a welcoming sage green duvet, pulled back and ready for her to dive into.

Dimmed amethyst lamps illuminated a colorful nosegay of fresh ranunculus. The once lime-

green walls were now a pleasant cream color adorned with black and white photos of Lily’s

family. A painting depicting an ethereal forest landscape hung above her bed, and a morsel of

homemade caramel sat atop the pillow.“You’ve been expecting me?” Lily asked, eyeing the

turned down bedding.“I had a feelin’.” Emily Harp was famous for her intuition and knew when

to heed it.“I hope you don’t mind I redecorated?” Emily asked, her tone uncertain. “Rena

painted the picture. It’s your homecoming gift.” “You’ve outdone yourself, Em! And the painting

is absolutely gorgeous. I’ll be sure to thank Rena tomorrow.”“Weeeel. There isn’t a whole lot

else to do when my soul doesn’t want to sing. Plus that bright green color was hurtin’ my old

eyes,” Em teased, giving Lily’s shoulder a playful whack, before plumping a pillow one last

time.“Don’t remind me,” Lily groaned, as images of lime green walls dotted with posters of

bands and celebrities she’d hung in a sad attempt to feel like a normal teenage girl threatened

to override the serene scene before her.“Alright, darlin’, time for you to shut those pretty green

eyes,” Em ordered, as if Lily were still twelve. “I’m so glad you’re home.” She kissed Lily on the

cheek before disappearing back down the hall.“Night, Em.”Lily was ripped from sleep four

hours later by an obnoxious noise. What the hell? she wondered, her head still foggy. It

sounded once more, clearer this time. That damn rooster. Lily flung her face back into her

pillow, though she knew it wouldn’t help. She was awake and would remain so. Turning her

head to the side, Lily spotted the caramel sitting atop the opposite pillow. She popped it in her

mouth, savoring the buttery goodness rolling over her tongue.Now that’s the way to wake up. I

should convince Em to let me leave a bowl of caramels by the bed all the time.She stretched

her body out long, reveling in the spaciousness of her queen-sized bed before dangling her

feet over the edge gingerly. Her aches and pains had vanished. She paused, trying to

remember if she’d had any nightmares, but none emerged in the light of day. Well, isn’t that

something, she thought, swinging her legs and stretching her arms without pain for the first

time in months.She pranced to the window and pulled back the thick, cream curtains. The lazy

morning sun rushed in to warm her cheeks. A perfect day, she thought, taking in the view

outside her window.The woods surrounding Terramar were nothing short of magical. Large

trees with spring green moss swimming up their trunks loomed high over the cabin. Weak

morning light pushed through the foliage and mist to dance upon the undergrowth of

mushrooms littering the base of each tree. A light breeze teased its way through the woods, its



presence indicated by the faintest rustle of leaves marring the morning calm. Emily’s garden

grew outside Lily’s window and already boasted astonishing quantities of plump heirloom

tomatoes, Oregon strawberries, lettuce, and wax beans. A fig tree planted twenty years before

stood at the garden’s edge. It was bare now, but Lily knew it would be heavy with deep purple

fruit by summer’s end.Lily took her time in the shower, indulging in the homemade soaps and

lotions made by Terramar residents. Last she heard, the boutiques in Portland were selling

them at astronomical prices and still couldn’t keep them in stock. She dressed in the first items

pulled from her bag, which someone had helpfully set inside her door as she slept. I could

hardly have done better if I planned it, she thought, examining her outfit of oxblood skinnies, a

gray top, and navy ballet flats. She threw her wavy brown hair into her typical topknot and

applied a single coat of mascara.Em was placing a plate of warm scones on the table as Lily

shuffled into the kitchen.“Marionberry?” Lily asked. Her mouth was already watering at the

thought of the commune’s legendary marionberries embedded in one of Emily’s moist scones.

All crops grown on Terramar land ripened early. The reason why eluded commune residents

(who admittedly never cared much to investigate) and baffled the handful of scientists Rena

allowed to study the soil. Friends of the commune and a grocer in Hood River made regular

trips to Terramar to buy plump, fresh fruit weeks before their own gardens would yield such

treasures.“Can’t have you starvin’ on your first day back, can I?” Em asked with a wink as she

tended a sizzling skillet of Lily’s favorite pulled pork hash.Thank goodness I love running, Lily

thought, claiming the largest scone without guilt. Her affinity for running had been fostered on

the abundant dirt trails woven around their hidden community. It had given her a sense of

strength and a small taste of freedom from her large, ever-present family. Time seemed to stop

when her feet pounded dirt paths. More than once Lily found herself racing home in the dark

unsure how she’d lost track of the hour. Surprisingly, her long absences didn’t worry anyone

else. Least of all Rena, who allowed her to run anywhere she liked, as long as she was on

Terramar land. It was an easy rule to follow. Terramar extended for miles in all directions and

was marked at its perimeter by iron fencing.“Anyone stopped by yet?” Lily asked, spreading a

liberal amount of butter on the soft scone. Dark purple berries burst and mixed with the yellow

butter, creating a pleasing tie-dye effect.“Lawd, have they! Richard, bless his heart, brought

your bag in at dawn. Said he’d seen your car packed to burst on his run. He left the rest of your

things over there.” Em pointed to a tidy pile of boxes by the door. “I had to shoo Selma away

once he told her you were here. You hadn’t had nearly enough sleep and we all know how you

get without your sleep,” Emily finished, her eyes widening.Bits of scone flew onto her plate and

Lily clapped her hands over her mouth mid laugh. One of Em’s nicknames for her when she

hadn’t gotten enough sleep had been “holy terror.” The name usually got a laugh out of

someone, though it was the first time that someone was Lily. Mountains of coursework, rowdy

roommates, and the chaos of campus life had eradicated her adolescent quirk for ten hours of

sleep. Though Lily saw no reason to inform anyone at Terramar of that. Better to catch up on

sleep than be woken to feed the chickens.“Then Rena popped in,” Em continued, her eyebrows

arched high over round hazel eyes. “I didn’t tell her what time you got home, but she guessed it

to be earlier than she’d like. Said she’d call on you later today. Performed an inspection of your

car before leaving, of course,” Em chortled, shaking her head as she turned back to the hash.

“Of course she did,” Lily said, her tone unsurprised. “So when do we start prepping for

tomorrow?”Tomorrow was summer solstice. Every year the residents of Terramar went all out,

throwing an infamous party complete with carnival games, food, singing, and dancing. The

affair required weeks of planning, most of which Rena took on. For Lily, summer solstice had

always been the most magical day of the year. This year would be no exception, as the



celebration fell on her twenty-first birthday.She would finally be allowed in the adult tent. The

aged white dome was strictly for the twenty-one and over crowd and had been a source of

extreme childhood puzzlement for Lily. One year she’d gone so far as to camp outside the tent

and interrogate all who exited about the mysteries within. She made sure to pay special

attention to anyone with rosy cheeks and loose limbs, courtesy of Hazel’s infamous mead. To

her annoyance, and Rena’s great amusement, not one person slipped.Well, I’ll find out for

myself this year, Lily thought, grinning into her teacup.“I was planning on stopping by Rena’s to

see if she wanted any help.”“No!” Em cried, nearly sending the hash to the floor as she whirled

to face Lily.Lily started and her knees hit the table painfully. What the hell was that? she

wondered, searching Em’s face for an explanation.Em cleared her throat as she positioned the

hash back on the burner. “If I recall, Rena was fixin’ to send you to town on errands. Selma and

Richard will need help loadin’ the truck. What with all the wine and materials we ordered for the

party.”“But I just drove across the country!” Lily whined, her voice high and childlike. “I don’t

want to get in the car again.”Silence hung between them. Lily hunched over the table, green

eyes glaring irritably, while Em did her best to ignore Lily’s gaze by tending the hash.Then it

clicked: Rena was trying to surprise her! She’d arrived half a day early and Rena had probably

been counting on the morning to finish the surprise. I’ll bet Rena told Em she needed me out of

the commune for a few hours, Lily thought, leaning back in her chair.It was no secret she’d

been looking forward to having her birthday at home for the first time in two years. Rena

probably had something amazing up her sleeve, and here Lily was butting in.“Maybe Selma

would let me pick out a bottle of birthday wine for tomorrow?” Lily flashed her impish grin in

hopes of smoothing over her tantrum.“I’m sure she’ll help you pick out a nice one, darlin’,”

Emily said, relief flooding her lined face.I should know better than to confront Em, Lily thought,

chastising herself as guilt settled in the pit of her stomach. After escaping the confines of a

hard life in Louisiana, Em preferred to avoid conflict. She was good at it, too. Lily had yet to see

Em raise her voice or lash out at anyone, and here Lily was picking a fight her first day back.

An apology was forming on Lily’s tongue when Em laid a plate before her and joined her at the

table with an understanding smile. She’d already been forgiven.They ate in comfortable

silence, both savoring the time to be with their thoughts before the start of the day. It was a

morning ritual Lily had missed during her overstimulating college years. Their plates lay newly

bare when a perfunctory knock shattered the calm. The front door flung open and the intruder

barreled through the living room at astonishing speed, making a direct beeline for Lily.“Ay, mi

corazón! You’re home!” Selma de Avila cried, engulfing Lily in a hug so tight she had trouble

breathing.A deep, familiar laugh pierced the air, reminding Lily, as it always did, of a large gong

she’d seen at a Buddhist temple. Richard threw Em a sheepish smile as he stepped through

the door after Selma.“Sorry, ladies, it was impossible to hold her back a second longer.” His

words were apologetic even if his eyes weren’t; they were full of nothing but love for the petite

Spanish tornado wrapped around Lily’s torso. “Welcome home, sweetheart,” he added,

squeezing Lily’s shoulder with a gentleness his work-worn hands did not imply.“Hola mamacita

and Rich! It’s great to be home."Selma slackened her hold and took a half step back to look

Lily over.I swear she hasn’t aged a day, Lily thought, studying Selma’s dewy, olive complexion

and perfect white smile as Selma’s eyes raked over her. If I didn’t know better I wouldn’t put her

a day over thirty-two.“Sooo—I hear you’re here to whisk me off and get me drunk?” Lily teased,

excited to start her day, despite the semi-forceful eviction and hours on the road.“Nah. We just

need all that youthful muscle to haul in wine. Old muscles atrophy something awful. Didn’t they

teach you that at that fancy college of yours?” Richard said, his own muscles standing at

attention as he poked Lily’s small bicep. “Franco said he’d open early so we can pick up the



cases of sangiovese and dolcetto Rena ordered. Then we were thinking Double Mountain for

lunch?”They had her. Lily’s breakfast wasn’t even settled in her stomach and already her mouth

was watering at the thought of pizza.“I’ll get my bag,” Lily said, dashing out of the kitchen. She

returned seconds later, a tiny crossbody slung over her shoulder, ready to take on the culinary

delights of Hood River.“Y’all have fun now. Sel, could you pick me up a bottle of that Marchesi

barbera I like? I can never remember which year,” Emily said, wiping her hands on a dish towel

before bestowing a quick hug on Lily.Cramming three people in Margo, Richard’s old truck, was

uncomfortable under the best conditions. Considering the number of items stuffed in the cab

with them, Lily hailed it as half a miracle when the doors clicked shut. Three bags brimming

with berries and jams to be delivered to various restaurants, shops, and wineries sat at Lily’s

feet. Two bags rested in her lap, while two others perched precariously atop the headrest

behind Lily and Selma. Selma sat in the middle, a bag full of Hazel’s fragrant soaps and lotions

in her lap and another anchored between her feet. Nestled in the truck bed, wrapped in many

blankets, lay one of Rena’s paintings commissioned by a local gallery owner.This is going to

take hours, Lily thought, amused by all they had orchestrated to keep her busy.As they neared

the highway Selma leaned across Lily to point out the latest glass ornaments to adorn the

bedazzled fir tree.“See right there, the red one between the green one that looks like a

watermelon and the rust brown one? Si, si, that one’s Richard’s.” Selma rolled her eyes as she

pointed out the brown blob.Lily stifled a giggle. “Red, yellow, and orange?” she asked as an

ornament resembling a ball of flame caught her eye.“Si—holy shit!”A bag of berries pushed

into the back of Lily’s head as Richard hit the brakes. Catching the bag before it toppled, Lily

righted it and scanned the road for the animal that must have jumped out in front of

them.Instead, she saw a small, black sports car, sideways in the drive, mere inches from

Richard’s bumper. A long trail of skid marks followed the car, a testament to the speed at which

it had turned off the highway onto Terramar’s gravel drive. A woman with a dramatic A-line bob,

bright red lips, and huge black sunglasses perched atop her head sat behind the wheel. She’d

covered her eyes with her hands and her mouth was hanging open in a cartoonish “O”

shape.Lily watched the woman peek between her fingers and sigh with relief. Lifting her hands

in the universal sign of apology, she mouthed, “I’m sorry,” her eyes begging forgiveness.Lily

started as the woman’s eyes met her own. Where do I know her from? Bryn Mawr? In town? A

cross-country mom? No, she’s far too glamorous to be from around here. She looks like a

celebrity. Inexplicably, the woman began to laugh. A small chuckle that grew into peals of

hilarity so intense the woman rolled down her window to fan herself.“Someone’s got a case of

the nerves,” Richard said, his eyes darting from Lily to the dark haired stranger as he leaned

back in his seat.Lily barely heard him.Is she laughing at me? she wondered, before realizing

how ridiculous the question was. It wasn’t like the woman could read her mind or anything. Rich

is right, she’s probably one of those people who laugh when they’re nervous. Or she’s

unhinged. Either way I wish she’d stop, she’s making me nervous.The transformation

happened as if Lily had commanded it.The woman stopped laughing, wiped away a few stray

tears, twirled her fingers in their direction, and threw the car into gear.Lily peered in the side

mirror to see tail lights and bits of rock flying through the air as the woman disappeared down

the gravel drive.They returned hours later, laden with wine, complimentary treats from one of

the specialty shops Hazel supplied, and a considerable amount of cash.Lily spent the day

laughing and reuniting with people she hadn’t seen in years. No one that saw her would have

guessed that her attention was split, half on them and half on the bob-haired stranger.Will she

be there when we get back? Lily wondered. Or was she just an emotional woman who took a

wrong turn? As much as Lily would have liked to believe the latter, the niggling feeling that she



knew the woman had not disappeared.As they jostled down the commune’s circular

thoroughfare, Lily craned her neck, hoping to spot the sleek car in someone’s driveway. It

wasn’t until they pulled up to Rena’s cabin that she caught a glimpse of black paint and

polished chrome tucked behind Annika’s large diesel truck.The woman hadn’t taken a wrong

turn, and even more intriguing, she was still at Terramar hours later.Lily wondered if Rena

would bring up Annika’s visitor or if she would have to ask. There was no question that Rena

knew about the visitor. Rena knew everything that happened at the commune. Whether she felt

the news was appropriate to gossip about was a different matter. But it wouldn’t be the first

time Lily had tried to wheedle information from Rena. She’d had an entire lifetime of practice

with that.After all, Rena had been the one to find Lily when she was an infant. Abandoned in a

baby carrier on the side of a road, with only a half dozen bottles of warm milk and a note

indicating her date of birth tucked into her soft blankets, Lily had been fingering the petals of a

wild leopard lily and looking perfectly content with her situation. Rena brought her home and

inquired about adoption. She was granted temporary custody until what the state saw as a

more suitable family unit came along. None ever did, and Lily became Rena’s adoptive

daughter a year after Rena found her. Lily had taken Rena Whiplark’s last name, though Rena

always joked they should have added at least twenty hyphenations over the years, as she was

the definition of a child raised by a village. It was true. The women of Terramar gave love and

knowledge in spades, and while each held a special place in Lily’s heart, none could compare

to Rena.Even during Lily’s moodiest teenage years, both recognized their bond was special.

So special it was best celebrated with copious amounts of personal space to avoid the sour

feelings that often arose between their different personalities. It had been Rena who suggested

Lily move in with Em. It was a move that saved not only their relationship but the sanity of other

commune residents during those tumultuous years. It was during those same years that Lily,

who Rena had homeschooled her entire life, demanded to be enrolled in public school. She

wanted to make friends, meet boys, and most of all compete in athletics. For weeks Rena

refused, insisting Lily would be too advanced to feel comfortable at a public school.In the end,

it was Annika who won the battle for Lily. “Do you want her to waste all her talent running the

river trails? Think of the scholarships Lily could get if she competed!”Lily enrolled in public

school the following week.Though she stuck by her decision, Lily had to admit Rena had been

right about the quality of schooling. She’d spent exactly two weeks in general classes before

skipping a grade and advancing into the honors curriculum. Even there Lily was an oddity.

Normal teenagers, even super smart ones, knew next to nothing about ancient Egyptology,

botany, symbology, mysticism, or Rena’s favorite subject, feminist history.As it turned out, it

was the education Rena provided that inspired Lily’s undergraduate work. A double major in

political science, emphasis on women’s rights, and botany. While she had been unsure of her

double major, Rena had been all for it. Lily remembered that call home like it was yesterday.“I

don’t know what to do. I feel as if a part of me will die if I choose the other,” Lily had cried into

the receiver, practically begging Rena to decide her major for her. Lily’s career, her whole

future could depend on this choice. She didn’t want to be responsible for something so huge.“I

don’t know why you’re even bothering to worry!” Rena said, her dismissive tone startling Lily

out of self pity. “Do both, of course! Be bold! I assume they’ll give you two degrees at once at

that fancy school of yours?”“But it’s impractical. I’ll have to take summer courses to graduate on

time, not to mention the added expenses,” Lily stammered. She’d called for sound, level-

headed advice, not pipe dreams.“Vegas is the definition of impractical, but it’s there, isn’t it?

This! Coming from a girl who grew up in a commune of all places. You surprise me, Lily

Whiplark! And here I was thinking I raised an open-minded go-getter!” Rena exclaimed with a



finality that closed the subject.Lily enrolled in both programs the next day. Her scholarships,

she was shocked to discover, covered the extra credits. If she was fine with subsisting on

ramen for a couple of years, taking summer courses, and working in the summer months when

her course load was lighter, she could do as she wished. “Here, chica,” Selma said, as a case

of wine slammed into Lily’s chest.“Ooopph! Thanks for the heads up Sel.”“Chica! We don’t have

time for daydreaming! We’ve got a party to prepare for! Expectations to live up to! Take those

and go say hello to your mother.” Selma gestured to the door where Rena stood, dark eyes

crinkled, and full lips stretched wide into a smile.“Hey, Mom!” Lily beamed, setting the wine at

the bottom of the steps before bounding up the stairs.“My Lil. I’m so glad you’re home,” Rena

said, her wild, curly hair brushing against Lily’s cheeks as they hugged. “Let’s get all this inside.

Then I’ll make us tea.”Lily was reminded, as she always was at Terramar, that many hands

made light work. The unloading that would have taken one person half an hour was done in

minutes.“I’ll have to start charging you and Hazel a courier fee if you keep bringing in this kind

of money.” Richard set the last case of wine in Rena’s entryway and handed over the sum

Rena’s painting had fetched.“What do you say I buy you a new truck instead?” Rena

suggested, only half joking. She was convinced Richard’s truck was going to fall to pieces on

the road any day now.“Aww, come on now, Rena, Margo’s got a few thousand miles left in her

old wheels. Don’t cha, girl?” Richard said, winking out the window at Margo and eliciting eye

rolls from the women.“Well, we best be moving on. We still have to drop off Em’s wine and

Hazel’s cash. Stop by our place later, won’t ya’, Lil?” Richard said, swinging an arm around

Selma.Lily nodded, waving the pair out the door.“Green tea alright?” Rena asked as a kettle

began to whistle in the kitchen. “I haven’t cooked anything in days. You know how it is around

solstice, but Ann and I picked strawberries yesterday. I could wash those up for you?”“Sounds

great,” Lily said, following her mother to the kitchen, relieved not to be subjected to Rena’s

cooking.“How was the drive? You got in earlier than we anticipated.” “Knew you’d bring that

up,” Lily threw her hands up in defeat. “I admit, I skipped a couple of scheduled stops, but I

swear I wasn’t tired. To be honest, I felt like I was running on rocket fuel. You know I would have

stopped if I felt a single eyelid droop.” Over the years Lily had learned Rena responded best to

a quick and full confession. At any rate, it was her only hope to avoid her millionth lecture on

road trip safety.Rena’s lips twitched upward.“You are a full grown woman, Lil, able to take care

of yourself. Though, I am happy you haven’t forgotten the virtues of rest stops,” Rena handed

over a cup of green tea and bowl of strawberries. The familiar smell of the coconut oil Rena

used on her skin slid over Lily, mixing with the tea and strawberries comfortingly.Lily smiled,

bemused but unwilling to question how she had gotten off so easy.“So how was graduation? I

know you didn’t want to walk, but did you and your girlfriends have one final hurrah?”Lily

cringed. “No party. I packed and left pretty fast.” She stared down at the tea, and the

temperature in the room seemed to increase as Rena waited for her to elaborate.“Hmm. Well,

there’s still much to do so we could use you. And did I mention we have a visitor?” Rena said

flatly, setting her untouched cup by the sink.Lily shook her head and took a compulsive sip of

the scalding tea. That was it? No probing questions? And why did Rena look tense?“She’s at

Annika’s becoming reacquainted. An old . . . friend of the commune, though she hasn’t visited

in years. Would you like to meet her?”“Is this visitor the classy brunette I saw earlier? The one

driving a little black car down the drive like she was street racing?” Lily asked, hoping to come

off like she hadn’t been wondering about the woman all day.“That’d be her,” Rena said, her full

lips flattening. “I’ll have to have a word with Nora regarding the commune speed regulations.

Did you speak with her?”“No, we saw each other by the highway turn off. She almost flew past

and turned in at the last second by the looks of it. She missed Margo by an inch. I think we



startled her. She got kind of hysterical.”Rena’s frown deepened, emphasizing the dark lines in

her skin.“So she’s been here before? I felt funny seeing her, like I’d met her but couldn’t place

her.” Lily paused, unsure how or if she wanted to articulate the strange feelings she’d felt.“She

hasn’t been around since you were small.”Lily gulped down half the hot tea, unreasonably

eager to see the woman again. “Well, I’m ready whenever you are.”The walk to Annika’s cabin

was a short one. Rena and Annika had worn a narrow path through the thick trees over their

decades as partners. The path had given them the privacy they craved in the early stages of

their relationship. Many years later, the path continued to be worn deeper into the dirt. A

symbol of their connection and need for personal space all at once.The door swung open

before the second knock, as if Annika had been waiting on the other side.“Come in, come in!

It’s wonderful to see you, Lil. Can I get you anything? Coffee? Tea? Juice?” Annika said, her ice-

blue eyes shining as she folded Lily into a hug and kissed her cheeks. She switched her

attentions to Rena and Lily was struck, as she always was, by the stark contrast the pair made.

Pale and dark, willowy and strong, pin straight hair and wild afro, they were perfectly opposite

as well as perfectly suited for one another.“She’s obsessed with her damn juicer,” Rena

commented, kicking off her shoes.“It’s healthy! You’d like it, Rena, if you only gave it a

chance.”“It’s preposterous! You lose all the fiber and waste the produce. Do you realize how

much produce grown here is worth in town?”“Water’s good, Ann,” Lily cut in.“Alright, but if you

want to try some later let me know. It does wonders for your skin, and I’ve learned a few

combinations I think you’d love. It’s all about the cucumber,” Annika said looking resigned.

“Nora’s waiting in the sun room. I’ll meet you two in there.”“Hmph,” Rena grumbled.“Thanks,

Ann,” Lily said, grabbing Rena’s arm and pulling her down the hall.They found Nora examining

Annika’s Nataraja statue and looking distinctly out of place amid Annika’s collection of wellness

books and yoga gear.Nora smiled as they entered and extended her manicured hand to Lily.A

faint, arousing tingle ran up Lily’s arm as their skin touched. What is it about this woman?“I’m

Nora McFadden,” Nora announced, her voice brimming with confidence and panache.Her

accent had an ambiguous origin and lovely musical quality. Irish? Lily guessed as she met

Nora’s piercing blue eyes.“Lily Whiplark. It’s a pleasure to meet you, Ms. McFadden.”“Nora,

please.” Nora waved her hand. “I can’t stand being reminded that I’m becoming old. Particularly

by a beautiful young thing such as yourself.”
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Shayay19, “Witches and magic!. Interesting ideas; lots of cool witch talk, it does slow the story

down at times, but I mostly enjoyed it. Enjoy the magical elements to the story, and I’m

interested to see where this series is going to go. This book was mostly a setup book; the

characters are just learning about themselves and their powers, so I’m hoping for more action

and danger. 3 girls find out that they are triplet sisters that were separated at birth and they are

witches, and there’s a good ole prophecy the witches have to contend with. I like that each of

the girls has a different main power, and there’s some cool ideas in regards to the foe in this
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story. I didn’t really connect with the characters, but I liked them; maybe not so much Evelyn.

Evelyn’s the prickly one; she’s from a rich, powerful family, so she comes across as elitist. Lily

is the main POV we get; which out of the sisters, I like her the best, so I’m good with her being

mostly the main character. She’s had an interesting upbringing; she grew up on a commune.

She’s a bit naive, but she stands up for herself. Sara is the third sister, she’s probably the most

chill one of the group. Overall, a good story that I hope turns into a great series.”

Doug Williamson, “United against a common cause. They may have been born together, but

they grew up apart and it is going to take some extraordinary circumstances to bring them back

together again.This is book one of the series, so a good place to start.This is an urban fantasy

story with three witches as our central characters. The story is well written although perhaps a

little uneven in pacing. I think of that as first book syndrome in that there is a lot of background

to present and it sometimes overcomes the plot in the short term. In spite of that, I found the

story to be engaging and enjoyable and it certainly set the stage for more excitement to come.

Overall, I enjoyed this introduction to the world and I look forward to seeing what comes

next.Highly recommendedI received a free copy of this book via Booksprout for review

purposes.”

Nancy Allen (The Avid Reader), “Witches, Vampires, Alien and lots of magic..... Lily Whiplark

has been away at college and she has just broken up with her boyfriend Liam, now she is on

her way home and his looking forward to enjoying her vacation and celebrating her birthday

with her family. Yea it’s her birthday, it’s her birthday, her twenty-first birthday.But before all the

festivals have a chance to begin Lily is given the news that her biological parents want to meet

her. She is then thrust with a plane ticket to Ireland. Lily has always known that she was

adopted but she never thought that she was from a whole ocean away in Ireland.In Ireland, she

meets her birth family and is thrown so much information that she almost goes into information

overload. Lily learns that she is one of three sisters, triplets and that she is a witch. She also

learns that she is descended from aliens who came to earth to enslave humans. Lily soon

learns that she and her sisters are destined to fight the aliens and save the humans.When I

read the summary for Prophecy of Three I knew I had to read it and once I picked it up I didn’t

want to lay it down. It grabbed me from the first page and wouldn’t let go until the end and even

then it is still hanging on. I just wished it that I had started way before I did. There was action

right from the first page. I loved seeing and witnessing the world through Lily’s eyes that was so

amazing.Ashley pulled me in so that I felt as if I was sitting there right beside Lily seeing and

feeling everything she did. It was like a movie being played out in my head with the witches and

the vampires and the story in the end just blew me away with even reading the summary for

some reason that is not what I was expecting at all. I loved it. I can’t wait to read more from this

world of The Starseed Trilogy.I would love to recommend Prophecy of Three to anyone who

loves reading about witches, vampires, magic and lots of twist and turns that will blow you

away..”

Bella James, “Fast Paced Fantasy at its Best. Fast paced fantasy at its best, McLeo spins a

thrilling tale of witches and vampires, tracing their relationship throughout history with

humanity.An intriguing plot, beautifully written with believable characters and many twists and

turns to keep you hooked from beginning to end.A definite five stars and I look forward to

reading more from this talented author.”

L.j., “Book about witches with bits of mythology and an Irish accent. I absolutely love the Irish



tint to this witches book. 3rd person point of view worked best in this story, great choice

there.The Irish accents are so well done, I read them with the accent - which, of course, is the

point when you have Irish natives speaking.Love the storyline. The sibling rivalry vs. strangers

getting to know each other was tiresome at some points but I can only applaud the author for

keeping that bit of realism in the book even though it could come of as annoying. It does

however, map the characters development better with that part in the story as well.All in all, I’ve

bought the complete box set and am curious to see how this story develops (it is big on “the

chosen” trope, if that’s not for you, this might not be your best pick). There are some really

great tidbits of content in this story that has become it’s own sort of mythology mixed in with

some classical mythology. Or I just didn’t know enough about our mythology and others might

detect more classical mythology. To me, thinking it’s a mix of both imagination and classical

mythology, it is a marvelous succes and that’s all that matters. Can’t wait to see those bits

unfold in the sequels”

Elisa, “Absolutely Riveting Reading. I truly love fantasy and magic, I also love a story that grabs

me from beginning to the very end plus leaves me wanting more, Prophecy of Three did just

that. I also love a story with characters that stay with you whether they are goodies or baddies

if they are well written and developed these characters continue to live in my heart forever I

have to say many of the characters in this book grabbed me and held me enthralled so much

so I'm already into book 2 and hoping book 3 in this awesome trilogy is not far away.There

really is something amazing about a book steeped in magic, mystery and a good dose of

history that keeps me thinking about so many things, this story also had me busily researching

historical and magical points as I read and that just made the story come even more alive for

me.If I could give more than 5 stars I would for a first in a series Ashley McLeo has hit this one

out of the ballpark for me.”

The book by Ashley McLeo has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 128 people have provided feedback.
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